
 

 

  



 

Praesent shizzle my nizzle crocodizzle 

mammasay mammasa mamma oo sa its fo 

rizzle maurizzle rizzle bibendizzle. 

Aliquam owned the bizzle lectizzle. Cras 

izzle crazy et leo sodales fo shizzle. 

Aliquizzle lobortis, mauris dizzle 

dapibizzle yo mamma, nulla tellivizzle 

bibendum metizzle, shizzle my nizzle 

crocodizzle venenatis bizzle dui izzle 

break it down. Vivamizzle you son of a 

bizzle shiznit id . Vivamus arcu sure, 

brizzle sizzle amet, faucibus in, crazy 

away, mauris shizzle bo. 

 

 
 

Sed vehicula laorizzle boofron. erat 

pimpin', hendrerit izzle, condimentum 

pizzle, shut the shizzle up a, arcu. Morbi 

shiz placerizzle nulla. The bizzle break it 

down yo mamma the bizzle erizzle. Fusce 

metus gangster, egestizzle black, 

accumsizzle quizzle, elementum sheezy, 

neque. My shizz iaculis nunc a orci 

tincidunt sheezy. 

 

Fusce sagittis, nulla eget sollicitudin fo 

shizzle, lacus quam brizzle ma nizzle, 

vitae break it down augue purus vitae 

arcu. Etizzle i saw beyonces tizzles and 

my pizzle went crizzle lacizzle. Nunc  

Nulla facilisi. Gizzle faucibizzle pharetra 

yo mamma. Vestibulizzle vulputate 

shizznit izzle maurizzle. Cras accumsizzle 

odio et ipsizzle. Curabitizzle da bomb 

nibh vizzle rizzle. Crizzle check out this, 

mi eget eleifend tincidunt, dolor sizzle 

fizzle orci, eu dawg quizzle maurizzle. 

 

Fo shizzle my nizzle bizzle, lectizzle izzle 

aliquizzle mofo, tellizzle sure lacinia orci, 

fo shizzle sagittis nulla funky fresh at 

gangster. Suspendisse aliquet mattizzle 

dang. In pulvinizzle aliquet dolizzle. 

Maurizzle ghetto massa we gonna chung 

risizzle blandizzle dictizzle. Vestibulizzle 

ullamcorpizzle turpis at sizzle tincidunt 

funky fresh. Shizznit shizzle my nizzle 

crocodizzle maurizzle. 

 

 
 

Maecenizzle bow wow wow. Vivamizzle 

fermentizzle ass enizzle. Pellentesque mi. 

Lorem ipsum dolor sizzle amet, 

consectetizzle bow wow wow elit. Fizzle 

urna arcu, phat ma nizzle, sagittizzle a, 

pharetra break it down, neque. break it 

down izzle sizzle amizzle, consectetuer 

adipiscing elizzle. Crizzle id go to hizzle 

dizzle things gangster condimentizzle. 

Phat ass dolor sit shizznit, fizzle 
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Maecenizzle bow wow wow. 

Vivamizzle fermentizzle ass enizzle. 

Pellentesque mi. Lorem ipsum dolor 

sizzle amet, consectetizzle bow wow 

wow elit. Fizzle urna arcu, phat ma 

nizzle, sagittizzle a, pharetra break it 

down, neque. break it down izzle sizzle 
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Crizzle id go to hizzle dizzle things 

gangster condimentizzle. Phat ass dolor 

sit shizznit, fizzle adipiscing elizzle. 

Curabitizzle elizzle ass, elementizzle 

non, eleifend pot, mollizzle.  

  



 

Sunday at 19.40, darkness will shroud the 

Hall of Fame, as two of the nastiest 

entities ever to play Roadburn will join 

their respective dark sides of the force for 

what promises to be a chaotic and 

unpredictable hour. On one side, Jay 

Gambit's CROWHURST, a Roadburn 

first-timer, on the other, the returning 

Mories, aka GNAW THEIR 

TONGUES. We conquered our fears and 

talked to both. 

 

 
 

A Roadburn first-timer and a veteran 

of many years – perfect combination! 

What do each of you think about the 

festival, what is the overall image that 

you have of it and of its importance? 

 

Jay Gambit: Roadburn is kind of the 

high water mark for any underground 

musician really, in my opinion. If you 

look at the history, Walter has had a 

history of really introducing the world to 

countless new artists whose impact on the 

global musical landscape has been 

immeasurable. Because of that, it’s 

become sort of a showcase of the 

immortals. To play not once but twice in 

this year’s historical, sold-out Roadburn 

weekend is the highest honor. 

Mories: Roadburn is like a small vacation 

for me. It's the greatest music vacation in 

the world. There's great people, new and 

unexpected music, old and classic music, 

great food, great beers… great great 

great!!! Love Roadburn!!! 

 

Mories, what do you think your best 

show at Roadburn has been so far? 

 

M: Probably the one in the Green Room. 

I was worried if any people would show 

up at all (it was an early show, in the 

afternoon) but the place was packed! The 

sound was brilliant, we played well too. A 

highlight of my music career for sure! 

 

Jay, what do you expect from these 

Crowhurst performances, and also 

what can we expect?  

 

JG: I think my biggest goal is to just have 

as much fun as possible. For Thursday’s 

set the Crowhurst band (Mac Stephens, 

Jonathan Nihil, Sean Clinton) and I will 

perform the new album, III, in its entirety. 

Kristin / Lingua Ignota is going to hop 

over after her set and do Tara’s harmony 

part in “The Drift.” It’s going to be a 

VERY different set than Sunday. The 

final day of Roadburn with Maurice is 

just running on smoke and hellfire. It will 

be loud, it will be nasty, it will be all 

measures of psychedelic and harsh. 

  



Do you plan on doing any other 

collaborations in the future between 

Crowhurst and Gnaw Their Tongues (or 

any other of your projects)? 

 

JG: I am sure our creative paths will cross 

again. 

M: I usually don't plan... Shit just 

happens… And that’s how I like it! 

 

 
 

Apart from your own appearances, what 

other shows are you looking forward to 

catching at Roadburn? 

 

JG: I most am getting stoned as hell and 

seeing Triptykon, Bismuth, Petbrick, 

Young Widows, Thou, Peter Brötzmann 

and Black Bombaim, Loop, Have a Nice 

Life, GORE, Sumac, Terzij de Horde, 

Daughters… But I’ve never been more glad 

that our record was 35 minutes long than 

when I saw that we had 50 minutes to play 

and 10 of those overlapped with Bliss 

Signal’s set. I’m not missing that. 

M: I'll just be there one day (sad face)... So 

I don't even want to look at list of awesome 

bands playing. 

 

How do you feel the festival has been 

evolving throughout the years? 

 

M: I watched it evolve from pretty much a 

stoner festival into something much wilder! 

There's a huge range of music covered, and 

somehow it still works. Thank god for 

Walter and his team! I'm going to be sad to  

miss out on the whole Dutch BM day and 

the commissioned Dutch BM project and 

not catching Have a Nice Life. But then 

again RB is also about planning a whole 

day of shows just to miss almost all of 

them by running into people outside of 

the 013 or boozing backstage. Sometimes 

it's just 'gezellig'! 

 

Can you tell us a few records you've 

heard this year that you have liked? 

 

JG: I am listening to a lot of All You 

Know Is Hell, Country Death, Cypress 

Hill, Buck Owens, Narcos Family Band, 

Bored Lord, Swan Meat. Honestly the 

three most played recently are Hurray For 

Boobies by Bloodhound Gang, When 

Disaster Strikes by Busta Rhymes and 

Third Eye Vision by Hieroglyphics.  

M: Soar, Varathron, Disharmony, 

Mystifier, Wilsumnes, Yerûšelem. 

 

 
 

Since you are two super-prolific 

musicians, you surely have a few things 

of your own lined up for the near 

future already. Care to let us know? 

JG: There's a lot in the pipeline, some 

finished and some in progress but for 

now, please just go check out III -- our 

new album on Prophecy Productions that 

Kurt Ballou produced. It's everything I've 

ever wanted to say in a record.  

M: Golden Ashes (droning keyboard-

heavy lo-fi BM), Mystagogue (intense 

high-energy melodic BM), and probably a 

whole bunch more! -- José Carlos Santos 

  



 
Long semi-forgotten and not really helped 

by geographical isolation – something 

that, as several Icelandic bands have 

shown the past few years, is becoming 

less and less of an insurmountable issue – 

the Portuguese underground scene is right 

now going through an explosive period of 

creativity and prolificacy like it hadn't 

seen since the boom of the early ‘90s. 

 

 
Moonspell 

 

Back then, bands like Morbid God (who 

became Moonspell), Decayed, Filii 

Nigrantium Infernalium or Thormenthor 

(whose only album, 1994's revolutionary 

Abstract Divinity, you really need to listen 

to, particularly if you're into Voivod) 

kick-started a local revolution for heavy 

music, and despite the varying of their 

attempts to make a name for themselves 

internationally, the bands that appeared 

during that period are still pretty much at 

the heart of the current quality crop. 

 

Not only most of them are still active, 

with the amazing Filii Nigrantium 

Infernalium, for instance, actually going 

through the best period of their career 

after the release of their last record 

Hóstia, a raucous black/thrash riff-fest 

rivalled by few others anywhere, or 

industrial monsters Bizarra Locomotiva – 

featuring Thormenthor's guitarist / 

vocalist – still one of the most harrowing 

and intense experiences you can find, as 

best examples; but also spiritually, that 

adventurous spirit has been carried over to 

the next generation of Portuguese bands.  

 

It was certainly through the black metal 

diet the majority of those bands helped 

introduce to the Portuguese underground's 

listening habits back then that the 

surprising current plethora of mostly raw 

and minimalist young black metal bands 

have formed their personality – Black 

Cilice, Candelabrum, Summon, Tod 

Huetet Uebel, Gaerea, Archaic Tomb, 

Viles Vitae, Vetala, the wonderfully 

Celtic Frost-worshipping Martelo Negro 

or the latest black/drone/noise surprise, 

Candura, to mention but an exclusive and 

brilliant few, have all appeared out of a 

thick mist in the last decade, at most.  

 

 
Corpus Christii 

 

While semi-veterans like the massively 

influential Corpus Christii still hold a lot 

of weight, the majority of the acts in this 

booming scene are in fact just a few years 

old and with a few small releases to their 

name. All of them have displayed in 

common both a ruthless intensity and a 

refreshing lack of any personality cult 

(many of these bands are actually 

anonymous), and are creating a broad 

palette that is attracting attention. 

  



Less fashionable nowadays, perhaps, but 

also worth mentioning if you're into the 

more extreme stuff, is also the country's 

rich tradition in death metal and grind. 

From old masters still ruling hard like Grog 

or Holocausto Canibal (or even the returned 

Namek), to rising stars like The Ominous 

Circle, Serrabulho or Analepsy, there's 

neck-bruising brutality aplenty just waiting 

for discovery. 

 

 
Holocausto Canibal 

 

But it's not all extremity and blastbeats in 

Portugal these days, far from it. Of course, 

most of you know the bands who have been 

to Roadburn already – Process Of Guilt, 

Black Bombaim (who returned again this 

year in very good company) or Sinistro are 

pretty much the cream of the 

"Roadburnable" crop. 

 

 
Black Bombaim 

 

But even just branching out directly from 

this little bunch grants very satisfying 

results. In the same town of Barcelos that 

spawned Black Bombaim – in fact, the 

whole Northwestern region of Minho is a 

hotbed of new talent – you'll find heavy 

rockers Killimanjaro. Sharing a similar 

psyched out vibe, Saturnia are perhaps the 

most admirable band of that genre right 

now, lead by the unique Luís Simões, 

while Asimov are also very worthy of 

note. Sinistro's guitarist R grinds it out in 

the super-intense Besta, whose vocalist 

also has, in turn, a sludgy dark beast 

called Redemptus. 

 

 
Saturnia 

 

If you also associate Roadburn with the 

pleasures of the sweet leaf, you'll be 

happy to get to know newcomer duo 

Greengo, while another recent rocking out 

duo, Son of Cain, will satisfy your more 

classic rock tendencies with a pleasantly 

raw Danzig-esque touch. The awesomely 

named The Quartet Of Woah! add a 

pleasing ‘70s touch to their rock-outs, and 

also, we're sure Portugal resident Rune 

"Blasphemer" Eriksen won't mind if we 

count his great new psychedelic rock 

project Earth Electric as Portuguese. 

 

Venturing further out into left-field, Scúru 

Fitchádu is an inescapable name in the 

Portuguese musical landscape right now. 

Still preparing the release of his proper 

debut full-length this year, the sole fixed 

member behind the project, Sette Sujidade 

has gained a massive following by his live 

  



performances alone. Mixing the 

traditional music of his ancestral Cape 

Verde people with brutal yet highly 

danceable industrial beats and an 

unstoppable abrasive punk vibe, he is 

starting to lay waste to stages around 

Europe too, so keep an eye out. 

 

 
Scúru Fitchádu 

 

Also mixing unusual influences with 

heavy/extreme music are HHY & The 

Macumbas, a wild clash of dub, jungle, 

free jazz and electronics whose latest 

album came out via House of Mythology, 

and the more mainstream-friendly yet 

equally brilliant Dead Combo, who bring 

out the sensitivity of fado to guitar-based 

folk duo format, having gained important 

international recognition as well. 

 

 
Mão Morta 

 

The spiritual fathers of every "out there" 

Portuguese band, however, are Mão 

Morta – approaching their 35th  

anniversary, after having formed in the 

‘80s under the overpowering influence of 

Swans, they are the embodiment of the 

often misused "avant-garde" term, a truly 

unique presence and for all intents and 

purposes still one of rock's best kept 

secrets worldwide, who are fortunately 

still going as strong as ever. Mão Morta is 

the band that any Portuguese music fan, 

regardless of its specific scene, will 

identify as “the one.” 

 

With the current abundance of talent 

wherever you look in the country, that's 

saying something. -- José Carlos Santos 

 

Ten essential Portuguese records from 

this decade: 

 

Black Bombaim – 'Titans' 

[Lovers & Lollypops, 2012] 
 

Mão Morta – 'Pelo Meu Relógio São 

Horas De Matar' [NorteSul, 2014] 
 

Bizarra Locomotiva – 'Mortuário' 

[Rastilho Records, 2015] 
 

Sinistro – 'Semente' 
[Season Of Mist, 2016] 
 

Process of Guilt – 'Black Earth' 

[Bleak Recordings, 2017] 
 

Black Cilice – 'Banished From Time' 
[Iron Bonehead, 2017] 
 

Corpus Christii – 'Delusion' 

[Folter Records, 2017] 
 

Saturnia – 'The Seance Tapes' 
[Elektrohasch, 2018] 
 

Filii Nigrantium Infernalium – 'Hóstia' 

[Osmose, 2018] 

 

-- José Carlos Santos 

  



 
Cheryl Carter 
1. ColdWorld 

2. Darkspace  

3. Germ 

4. Mephorash 

5. Soror Dolorosa 

 

Kim Kelly 
1. Ragana 

2. Dawn Ray'd (on the Main Stage) 

3. Mortuary Drape 

4. Devil Master 

5. Body Void 

 

Niels Vinck 
1. Alice in Chains 

2. Rorcal 

3. Adrift 

4. Caspar Brötzmann Massaker 

5. Martyrdod 

 

Andreas Kohl 
1. My Bloody Valentine 

2. Enablers 

3. USA/Mexico 

4. William Elliott Whitmore 

5. Dälek collab with Kevin Shields of My 

Bloody Valentine 

 

José Carlos Santos 
1. William Elliott Whitmore 

2. Chris Reifert Fanclub Special (Autopsy, 

Painted Doll, Violation Wound) 

3. Québécoise Darkness Invasion 

(Spectral Wound, Thantifaxath, Barren 

Canyon, Ensorcelor reunion) 

4. The Down Under(ground) (Portal, 

Impetuous Ritual, Grave Upheaval, 

Vomitor) 

5. A Night In PortugHell – (Viles Vitae, 

Filii Nigrantium Infernalium, Summon, 

Candura, Candelabrum) 

Sander van den Driesche 
1. Oozing Wound 

2. Pigs Pigs Pigs Pigs Pigs Pigs Pigs Pigs 

3. King Buffalo 

4. Melvins 

5. Voivod 

 

Paul Verhagen 
1. Aeonsgate (the project of Full Bleed 

artist in residence Jondix playing 

Pentalpha in its entirely) 

2. Thy Catafalque 

3. Urarv 

4. Pan.Thy.Monium 

5. Lesbian 

 

Guido Segers 
1. Hellhammer: Triumph of Death  

2. Whatever the next project of Einar 

Selvik and Ivar Bjørnsson is called 

3. Sume 

4. Spaceslug 

5. Kriegsmaschine 

 

Jamie Ludwig 
1. Caspar Brötzmann Bass Totem 

2. Beth Gibbons collaborative set with? 

3. Electric Wizard (Dopethrone 20th 

Anniversary) 

4. Jambinai 

5. Vanishing Kids 

 

Calvin Lampert 
1. Merkstave Reunion (they only had 3 

songs so not much to choose from) 

2. Khanate Reunion (playing the S/T in 

full, maybe Things Viral too) 

3. JIRM/Jeremy Irons and the Ratgang 

Malibus 

4. Boss Keloid 

5. Elizabeth Colour Wheel 

  



 
And… exhale. This is it, the end of Roadburn 2019. Different and bigger than any 

other Roadburn before it, which is as much tradition around here as anything. I hope 

you had an incredible time. I did. And like I said at the outset, Roadburn changes you. 

Things will look a little different when you go home for your having been here. 

Consider yourself lucky to feel that. Then start making your plans for Roadburn 2020. 

 

Thank you for reading the Weirdo Canyon Dispatch. Thanks to Lee for the layouts, 

Vince for the art, Walter, Becky, Tomas Lindberg, Paul and Niels and all the 

contributors who made the 2019 edition of WCD so special. We never know if this is 

going to be the last time we get to do this. If it is, I think we’ve done our best work yet, 

and it couldn’t be without you. 

 

After today, it’s back to real life. Try to soak up as much as you can, because Roadburn 

comes but once a year, and when it’s gone, you know you’ll miss it. – JJ Koczan 
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Thank You & Good Night – See You All Next Year! 
 

16
th

 to 19
th

 April 2020 
 

www.weirdocanyondispatch.com 

  



 

 

 

 


